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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Measuring fatigue and stress in laparoscopic surgery: validity and reliability
of the star-track test

Kim Plattea , Chantal C.J. Alleblasa, Joanna Inthoutb and Theodoor E. Nieboera

aDepartment of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Radboud University Medical Center, Nijmegen, The Netherlands; bRadboud Institute for
Health Sciences, Radboud University Medical Center, Nijmegen, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
Background: The star-track test has been assessed as valid and reliable to measure manual dex-
terity in the context of open surgery. We aimed to determine the construct validity and test-
retest reliability of the star-track test for manual dexterity in a laparoscopic setting.
Material and methods: The star-track test was performed in a laparoscopic box trainer. To
determine construct validity an open-label, randomized four-period crossover trial was con-
ducted. Alongside a baseline (non-interventional) measurement, interventions involved: physical
fatigue, mental stress and a combination of these. The test-retest trial involved two separate
(non-interventional) measurements. The primary outcome measures were accuracy, speed and
manual dexterity (the integrated measure of accuracy and speed).
Results: Participants made significantly more errors when physically fatigued, whereas partici-
pants performed the test significantly slower when mentally stressed. Manual dexterity was sig-
nificantly affected in the case of combined intervention. High test-retest reliability was found for
errors (ICC¼ 0.90) and completion time (ICC¼ 0.64). Fair test-retest reliability for the integrated
measure was found (ICC¼ 0.37).
Conclusion: The star-track test is a valid and reliable tool to evaluate the effect of physical
fatigue and/or mental stress on the characteristics of manual dexterity in a laparoscopic setting.
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Introduction

Performing laparoscopic surgery requires proficiency in
complex motor skills, especially manual dexterity. This
involves the ability to use the hands to perform an
action accurately, quickly and skillfully and concerns
e.g., hand-eye-coordination. Laparoscopic surgery
demands a great deal of a surgeon’s mental and physical
capacities [1–4]. This commonly leads to physical
fatigue or musculoskeletal disorders [3–5]. It is known
that these physical conditions affect accuracy in preci-
sion tasks [6–8], whereas preservation of a surgeon’s
technical skills is highly important for patient safety [9].

Nowadays, advanced tracking systems and software
are used to evaluate psychomotor skills in laparoscopy
[10]. Montanari et al. [11] stated that in comparison
with these box trainers, the use of a low-cost box
trainer is equally effective in terms of basic laparo-
scopic skill acquisition. The implementation of box
trainers or tracking systems in surgical simulators
for surgical training programs enables objective

assessment of those laparoscopic psychomotor skills,
by means of force and motion-related metrics [12,13].
To date those systems are mainly used to assess surgi-
cal competence level and monitor progression of
surgeons’ skills during training [14,15]. The
Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) program
is widely used to train and assess basic laparoscopic
surgery [13]. However, subjectivity of interpretation,
lack of immediate scoring and feedback, and costs
have been listed as disadvantages of this program
[16]. A certain extent of variability in task perform-
ance remains unnoticed while a predefined path
allows for exact registration of completion time and
error, which is especially relevant in measuring man-
ual dexterity. Also, to add clinical relevance in analyz-
ing laparoscopic skills, task completion time and
predefined errors should be assessed in addition to
detailed motion metrics [12,15].

The star-track test is a rather simple device, used
to objectively assess the impact of stressors on manual
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dexterity (defined as the integrated measure of num-
ber of errors and completion time). Dorion et al. [17]
used the star-track test to measure and compare the
surgeons’ manual dexterity after performing open sur-
gery. The device consisted of a metal plate with a
star-shaped track anodized into the surface. The star
shape had to be followed with a conducting stylus
and when the stylus moved beyond the border of the
star shape, an error was counted. They studied the
effect of 20 s long intra-operative micro-breaks every
20min during surgery. Subsequently, Kildebro et al.
[18] further investigated the device. It was concluded
that the device could be used in conventional open
surgery to discriminate between a subject’s baseline
manual dexterity and a subject’s manual dexterity
after exposure to physical fatigue or mental stress.

To date, little is known about the potential deteri-
oration of the surgeon’s manual dexterity during
laparoscopy as a consequence of intra-operative
occurrence of mental stress or physical complaints. It
is, however, of interest to study the effect of intra-
operative induction of mental stress and physical
strain on the manual dexterity of laparoscopic sur-
geons. Based on the results of Kildebro et al. [18], it
was hypothesized that the star-track test would also
enable distinction between a subject’s manual dexter-
ity at baseline and after exposure to physical fatigue
or mental stress in laparoscopic surgery. The purpose
of this study was to investigate the construct validity
of the star-track test and to determine its test-retest
reliability in the context of laparoscopic surgery.

Material and methods

Experimental setup and procedure

The star-track test (Figure 1) consists of a tracing task
in a laparoscopic box. For this study, the Automatic
Mirror Tracer Model 58024A�C (Lafayette Instrument
Co. Europe, Loughborough, UK) was used. After the
mirror and the shield had been dismounted from the
device, the aluminum plate with a non-conducting
star-shaped track was placed in a laparoscopic box
trainer to create a laparoscopic setup. Furthermore,
the device consists of a metal-tipped stylus and an
impulse counter that registers every error, defined as
any contact between the aluminum plate and the sty-
lus. A laparoscopic grasper was inserted through the
upper side of the laparoscopic box (on the right side
for right-handed participants and on the left side for
left-handed participants) and the metallic-tracing sty-
lus was attached to the end of the grasper’s shaft. A
camera inside the box reproduced a live video of the
star-track on the monitor. Table height was set to an
ergonomically sound position for each participant.
Visual and auditory distractors were eliminated from
the experimental room. Figure 1 shows the complete
overview, respectively the front view (Figure 1(A))
and the inside view (Figure 1(B)) of the experimen-
tal setup.

Participants were instructed to control the laparo-
scopic grasper with their dominant hand and to fol-
low the star-track ten times consecutively: five times
clockwise followed by five times counterclockwise.

Figure 1. (A) Front view of the experimental setup including the laparoscopic box trainer (L), monitor (M) and impulse counter (I).
(B) Inside view of the box including a camera (C), the aluminum plate (22 � 22 cm) with the non-conducting 0.9 cm wide black
star pattern (point to point distance: 15.3 cm) (S) anodized into the surface. The metallic tracing stylus (T) was attached to the lap-
aroscopic grasper (G).
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Constant contact between the stylus tip and the star-
track surface was required. The goal was to complete
this task as fast and accurately as possible. It was
emphasized that both the time to complete the task
and the amount of errors were equally important
parameters for the overall test score. After this
instruction and before performing the test, partici-
pants gave their written informed consent for study
purposes. Subsequently, participants were instructed
to try one round clockwise and one round counter-
clockwise. This enabled each participant to become
familiarized with the task and to customize the experi-
mental set-up (table height and monitor position) to
make sure that poor ergonomics would not hamper
task performance [19]. While the participant per-
formed the test, the examiner scored all errors per
round by registering all buzzers produced by the
impulse counter. The time to complete each round
and to complete the whole test was measured by using
a stopwatch.

Construct validity

To establish the construct validity of the star-track
test with regard to its ability to distinguish between a
subject’s normal manual dexterity and his or her dex-
terity while being physically fatigued and/or mentally
stressed, a randomized four-period crossover trial
with a control measurement and three active interven-
tions was conducted. Therefore we aimed to include
30 subjects. Subjects were medical interns of the
Radboud University Medical Center from the
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology and med-
ical students from the Radboud University, Nijmegen,
The Netherlands.

Participants were instructed to perform the star-
track test four times, each time separated by two days
[18,20]. A baseline measurement and three interven-
tions were randomized in order for each participant.
The first intervention involved physical fatigue. Since
mainly a surgeon’s shoulders are susceptible to fatigue
during laparoscopy, shoulder fatigue was induced by
an isometric exercise lifting dumbbells towards a 90�

shoulder abduction and maintain this position for as
long as possible [18,21,22]. Prior to lifting, partici-
pants could choose between dumbbells of 1.5, 2 and
2.5 kg. The weight was chosen based on the partic-
ipant’s physical capacities in consultation with the
experimenter. Participants verbally indicated their
intensity of shoulder fatigue and when participants
indicated that they had almost reached maximum
fatigue, the experimenter encouraged to continue the
exercise as long as possible [23]. Subjects had to start

performing the star-track test within ten seconds after
the point of maximal shoulder fatigue was reached
[18]. The second intervention was the addition of
mental stress. The participants were asked to solve
mental calculation, while performing the test [24].
The third intervention involved the combination of
intervention one and two.

Test-retest reliability

To determine the reliability of the star-track test for
manual dexterity in laparoscopic surgery, its consist-
ency over time was assessed in a separate trial. We
aimed to include 12 participants: six gynecologists
who often perform laparoscopic surgery and six gyne-
cology residents with moderate experience in laparos-
copy. Participants were enrolled by a request for
participation through email. All were to perform the
star-track test two times, separated by two days with-
out any interventions.

Statistical analysis

The sample size calculation was based on the results
for the integrated measure as found by Kildebro et al.
[18] and additional information provided by the
author. For the construct validity trial, 30 participants
were needed to find with 80% power a significant dif-
ference of 34 in the integrated measure, assuming a
standard deviation of 55, a within-subject correlation
of 0.5, and a two-sided Bonferroni-adjusted signifi-
cance level of 0.0167 (i.e., 0.05 divided by 3). A total
of 30 participants were also sufficient to detect a dif-
ference of 2.8 errors, assuming an SD of 4.5 errors, or
a difference of ten seconds in completion time,
assuming an SD of 16.4 s, with 80% power, a within-
subject correlation of 0.5, and a two-sided significance
level of 0.0167. For the reliability trial, based on a
sample size calculation providing 80% power, we
needed 12 participants to detect an intra-class correl-
ation coefficient (ICC)> 0.6 assuming an actual ICC
of 0.9, if using a one sided 95% confidence interval
and two measurements.

We evaluated manual dexterity as the combined
outcome of errors and time. Since these parameters
have different units of measurement, we used an inte-
grated measure for the number of errors and comple-
tion time [25]. To calculate this integrated measure,
first the results on each outcome (the number of
errors or the completion time) were converted into
ranks. Then the difference between the individual
ranks and the median rank were calculated per out-
come and divided by the median rank, resulting in
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fractional ranks on a scale from �100 to 100. A nega-
tive score indicates a better performance, because,
when compared to the median rank (with score 0 on
the scale), fewer errors were made or less time to
complete the task was needed. The fractional ranks of
errors and time were then added on a per-subject
basis to form the integrated measure.

To determine whether manual dexterity was
affected by the interventions, a linear mixed model
analysis, taking into account the crossover design, was
performed for each outcome. The model included as
fixed factors the intervention and the period, and as
random factor the participant, with a compound sym-
metry structure reflecting the correlation between the
repeated measurements of a participant. A Bonferroni
correction was applied to correct for the three pair-
wise comparisons per outcome. Two-sided p values
�.05 were regarded as statistically significant.

The single measure ICC was used for test-retest
reliability analysis [26,27]. The (single measure) ICC
for absolute agreement was estimated by means of a
two-way mixed model, with the timing as fixed factor
and participant as random factor. The Pearson correl-
ation coefficient (r) was used to evaluate the correl-
ation between the time needed to complete a round
and the number of errors made each round. We inter-
preted the correlation outcomes as follows: ICC or
r< 0 reflects ‘poor’, 0 to 0.20 ‘slight’, 0.21 to 0.4 ‘fair’,
0.41 to 0.60 ‘moderate’, 0.61 to 0.8 ‘substantial’, and
above 0.81 ‘almost perfect’ agreement [26]. The statis-
tical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics
version 22.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA).

Results

Construct validity

Thirty participants, i.e., 12 medical interns and 18
medical students, were enrolled in this study, involving
21 females and nine males with a median age of
22 years (range 20–27). Two participants were left-
handed. All participants gave their written informed
consent prior to participation. Summary data of the
three outcome measures after baseline and the three
interventions are presented in Table 1. The mean
scores for each intervention on day 1, 4, 7 and 10 were
calculated and presented in Figure 2, respectively mean
errors (Figure 2(A)), task completion time (Figure
2(B)) and integrated measures (Figure 2(C))
per period.

Table 2 presents the estimated differences between
the baseline scores and the scores after the interven-
tions. Compared to baseline, a significantly increased

number of errors was found when participants were
exposed to the fatigue intervention (p¼ .014), whereas
no notable difference in errors was found after the
stress intervention (p¼ 1.0) or combined intervention
(p¼ .774). Task completion time was not affected by
the fatigue intervention (p¼ 1.0) while both stress
(p< .001) and the combination of fatigue and stress
(p< .001) resulted in a significantly increased time in
completing the task. Eventually, only the combined
intervention resulted in a statistically significant infer-
ior score on the integrated measure (p¼ .014).

It was observed that participants improved their
speed whilst performing the test. The more rounds
participants performed, the less time they needed to
complete a round. This was observed for both clock-
wise and counterclockwise, while no correlation
between direction of movement and speed was found
(r¼�0.05). A negative correlation (r¼�0.22; p< .01)
was found between time needed to complete a round
and errors per round, i.e., significantly more errors
are made when a participant moves faster. Table 3
presents the Pearson Correlations of the time and
errors per round for each intervention.

Test-retest reliability

For the test-retest reliability trial, 16 subjects were
included: four gynecologists, one general surgeon, six
residents and five medical interns. Eleven participants
were female. Two participants were left-handed. The
mean scores for each test day are presented in
Table 4. There was an almost perfect correlation
between the number of errors of the two testing days
(ICC¼ 0.90 (95% CI 0.74 to 0.96)). Substantial reli-
ability was found for task completion time (0.64 (95%
CI 0.06 to 0.88)). Fair reliability was found when the
integrated measure was used to evaluate the results
(0.37 (95% CI �0.08 to 0.71)).

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to examine the
construct validity and test-retest reliability of the

Table 1. Summary data of the test scores after baseline and
intervention measurements�.

Number of errors
Task completion
time (seconds)

Integrated
measure

Baseline 12.5 (9.3; 15.7) 177 (154; 200) �24.0 (�44.3; �3.6)
Fatigue 17.0 (13.8; 20.1) 176 (153; 199) 2.9 (�17.4; 23.3)
Stress 12.1 (8.9; 15.3) 222 (199; 245) 4.6 (�15.8; 25.0)
Combined 14.2 (11.1; 17.4) 218 (196; 241) 16.3 (�4.1; 36.7)
�Data presented as estimated mean (95% Confidence Interval). A higher
score indicates inferior performance.
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star-track test for manual dexterity in the context of
laparoscopic surgery. The results showed that the star-
track test enables distinction between a subject’s base-
line manual dexterity and a subject’s manual dexterity
after exposure to fatigue or mental stress, by

significantly affecting accuracy and speed respectively.
Almost perfect test-retest reliability for number of
errors and substantial test-retest reliability for task
completion time was found. The integrated measure
of accuracy and speed, for which fair test-retest

Figure 2. Mean scores for each intervention on day 1, 4, 7 and 10 respectively. (A) Mean errors per period. (B) Mean task comple-
tion time per period. C: Mean integrated measures per period.

Table 2. Pairwise comparisons; interventions versus baseline measurement�.
Number of errors Task completion time Integrated measure

Fatigue vs. Baseline 4.5 (0.7; 8.2); p¼ .014 �1.2 (�24.1; 21.7); p¼ 1.0 26.9 (�6.9; 60.7); p¼ .166
Stress vs. Baseline �0.4 (�4.1; 3.3); p¼ 1.0 45.2 (22.4; 68.0); p< .001 28.6 (�5.1; 62.2); p¼ .124
Combined vs. Baseline 1.7 (�2.0; 5.5); p¼ .774 41.1 (18.3; 64.0); p¼ .000 40.2 (6.5; 74.0); p¼ .014
�Data presented as mean difference (95% Confidence Interval for difference). A positive mean difference indicates
inferior performance during the respective intervention compared to baseline performance and vice versa.
p: Bonferroni corrected p values.
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reliability was found, was significantly affected by the
combined intervention involving both physical fatigue
and mental stress.

Laparoscopic surgeons commonly suffer from phys-
ical strain and mental stress due to highly demanding
laparoscopic procedures [28]. It is assumed that these
demanding conditions affect their manual dexterity
and may deteriorate surgical performance [29]. The
results of the construct validity trial indicate that
physical fatigue results in an increased level of errors,
whereas mental stress affects the time required to
complete the task. However, both interventions did
not affect the integrated measure of errors and time.
The combination of exposure to both mental stress
and physical fatigue did affect the integrated measure
of errors and completion time. From these results, it
can be concluded that the underlying characteristics
of manual dexterity are affected by different types of
load (mental or physical). Therefore, both error and
time are equally important as the integrated measure
for performance analysis.

Box trainers and surgical simulators are used in sur-
gical training programs to assess psychomotor laparo-
scopic skills. These devices are mainly used to assess
surgical competence level by motion-related metrics
[10,12,14,15]. However, for clinical implementation,
quality metrics, such as errors, should be assessed add-
itionally to analyze laparoscopic performance [12,15].
Whereas devices such as the ICSAD (Imperial College
Surgical Assessment Device), the ADEPT (Advanced
Dundee Endoscopic Psychomotor Trainer), the
ProMISTM (Haptica, Dublin, Ireland), the HUESAD
(Hiroshima University Endoscopic Surgical
Assessment Device) and the TrEndo Tracking System
analyze technical performance by motion related met-
rics such as time, number of movements and path

length, the star-track test is particularly capable of
measuring errors in addition to completion time in a
relatively low-cost and simple setting with realistic lap-
aroscopic features including graspers [30,31].

The reliability of the star-track test in a non-lap-
aroscopic setting was reported strong, after investiga-
tion in previous studies [17,18]. Respectively Pearson’s
correlations of r¼ 0.955 (17) and r¼ 0.90 (18) were
found. We used the ICC to evaluate reliability,
because unlike Pearson’s r, the ICC accounts for both
consistency of performances from test to retest
(within-subject range) as well as change in average
performance of participants as a group over time. The
test showed high test-retest reliability for errors
(ICC¼ 0.897) and completion time (ICC¼ 0.64). Fair
test-retest reliability was found for the integrated
measure (ICC¼ 0.367), which might have been the
result of the high sensitivity of ranks (used in the cal-
culation of the integrated measure) to small changes
in the original outcomes. For example, a difference as
small as one second in task completion time may
result in a different ‘fractional rank’ whereas it could
be questioned whether a difference of one second is
clinically relevant, given the large range of the com-
pletion times. We did use Pearson’s r to evaluate the
correlation between errors and time within rounds,
while a linear correlation between two variables was
to be proven. This showed that when participants
moved faster, more errors were made (r¼�0.22).
The fatigue intervention resulted in the highest correl-
ation between completion time per round and errors
per round (r¼�0.28), though similar results were
found for the baseline and other interventions.

This study had some potential limitations. The
medical students and interns who participated in the
construct validity trial had no or very little experience
with handling laparoscopic equipment. This may have
led to improvement in performance in the course of
time as a consequence of learning. Figure 2 implies
that familiarization with the test results in a better
performance during stressful and fatigued conditions.
Even though a learning effect seems to be present, it
did not affect our final outcomes because a random-
ized cross-over design was used to prevent any inter-
ference of learning effects on construct validity
outcomes. Nevertheless, when the star-track test is to
be used in further research, participants should get
the opportunity to first familiarize themselves with
the task to completely avert the influence of learning
effects on study outcomes. During this study partici-
pants were to use solely their dominant hand to per-
form the task. In further research the effect of

Table 3. Pearson Correlation between time
needed to complete a round and errors in
each round.

r Sig.�
Baseline �0.19 <0.01
Fatigue �0.28 <0.01
Stress �0.20 <0.01
Combined �0.23 <0.01
�Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.

Table 4. Mean outcomes of day 1 and 2 of the test-
retest trial�.

Number of
errors

Task completion
time (seconds)

Integrated
measure

Test day 1 6.7 (4.1; 9.3) 177 (160; 194) 16.9 (�17.4; 51.1)
Test day 2 7.4 (3.9; 10.9) 158 (142; 173) �16.9 (�47.9; 14.2)
�Data presented as mean (95% Confidence Interval).
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physical fatigue and mental stress on the manual dex-
terity of both hands should be investigated, while
overall manual dexterity improves by opposite hand
training due to interlimb transfer of motor learning
[32,33]. Furthermore, the condition in which a par-
ticipant performs the task, such as quantity of physical
effort prior to testing, should be standardized when
the star-track test is used as an evaluative tool in
research. This could interfere with a participant’s per-
formance, even though this was not the case in this
study. At last, the impulse counter automatically pro-
vides audio feedback and registers errors when there
is contact between the stylus and the non-anodized
part of the aluminum plate. However, since the
impulse counter had the tendency to register multiple
errors due to on and off contact between the stylus
and the plate as a consequence of the subject’s effort
to get back on the star-track. We let a researcher
monitor and count errors to make sure the correct
amount of errors was registered.

In conclusion, the star-track test for manual dexter-
ity is a valid and reliable tool to evaluate physical
fatigue and mental stress in a laparoscopic setting. An
integrated measure can be used to get a complete over-
view of the impact of these influences on a laparoscopic
surgeon’s manual dexterity. However, the separate
evaluation of the difference in number of errors and
completion time should be preferred whereas this eases
interpretation of outcomes. The star-track test is cap-
able of measuring the characteristics of manual dexter-
ity after exposure to fatigue and/or stress in a fast and
easy assessable way, and can therefore be used in fur-
ther research to reflect on a surgeon’s accuracy and
manual dexterity in laparoscopic surgery.
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